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THE DIPOLE JiOJIESTS OF 1ILETHTLHALOARSIXES 

The changes in the bond strength of -k--C and As-_X bonds in _I+(CIiJ, and in 
(CH,j,&S,_, (S = Cl, Br, I) with progressive halogenation ha\-e been tentativeI?- 
in;erpreted by means of the data of their Raman spectra and the changes in the bond 
distanc&.‘. 

Pauline has discussed the changes in the bonding characteristics of silicon 
tetrachloride snd the chlorozi!anes in terms of resonance structure contributions. 
Some of these structures introduce the conception of a certain amount of double bond 
chazcte; in the metal-halogen bon&_ It is the purpose of this series of reports to 
in%-e&gate this problem in the group of arsenic compounds mentioned above. b?- 
means of the information gained from ph>sico-chemical data such a: the electrical 
dipok! moment, the P-\LR qxxzx, the force constams derived from the vibrational 
spectra and mass spectromrtq. Jforeo\-er the series will be compkted by the s>nthetis 
and the study of the fluoride zx well. The fact rhat in these arsenic compounds an 
un&arecf electron pair is ax-ailable on the crntrai atoin also confers a special interest 
on this study. 

In the first part there nili be reported on th e sx-nthesis of some of these com- 
pounds, the measurement of their ekctticai dipole moment in diluted solution and in 
the gas phaxz and on the cakuktion of the bond moments. 

EXPESX3LEST_U._ 

I_ Tire s_v1:fks2-s of ik $mdrKfs 
Several methcds have beenip596-7 published for the +-nrhtGs of trimethylar_;ine. 

dim&h_vfcMorozuGre, dimetfi-lbromnazine, methyldichloroar&e. methyidibromo- 
ar>ine and methx-Miifuoroar~ine. Therefore we wi!I onI\- discuss the s>-nrhesis of 
componnds for M&h either a new or a modified and improved method was developed. 

I_ X&+iiiodoarsi~~_ This compound can be obtained b!- a method similar to 
that wed for the corresponding chloro and bromo compound: 

%di~m methanearsonate (I mole) a.ud potassium iodide (2: moks) are dissoI\-ed 
together in 350 ml of water and then Sg ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid solution 
is added. This solution is now- poured into a large separatoc- funnel and a gentle stream 
of SnLfur &o-tide is forced through for several ~OLLLZ The brown coIour of free iodine 
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IiM disappears and soon after that a yellow white turbidity is developed. which 

results in an abmdant precipitate. The temperature rises by the reaction and the 

precipitate soon melts to yield a yellow oil that is collected at the bottom of the funnel 
and can easily be separated_ TOU-ards the end of the reduction another Ss ml of 

hydrochloric acid solution is added to precipitate all the CH,XsI,. The cdllected 

product is allowed to solid&-, separated on a sintered glass filter and then dried over 
P,O,- The solid product is now estracted with dry ethyl ether until a colourless extract 
is obrained. -1 dark -eI!ow amorphous solid remains. The combined extracts are now 

evaporated until CH,_.I, starts to separate from the soIution. Then the solution is 
cooled to -15’ and a crop of needie-like cc-stals is collected. These can be readily 

sublimed ilr Tactto. The yield of this q-nthesis was Go “A; m-p. of CH,_M,:3o’. 

2_ Diiilzt~~lj7rtoroarsinz. The s>-nthesis of this product has not been reported 

previousI>- in the literature_ _\ny attempt to make this compound by exchange 
fluorination of (CH,)&CI with SH,F, such as is done for CH,_AsF,, failed to yield the 

fluoride_ _-ISO the reduction of (CH,),_~sO(OXa)-3H,O with either H,PO, or SO, in 

hydroiluoric acid solution did not yield (CH,),_AsF. Finally the product could be 
obtained b>- the substitution method, but using anhydrous antimony fluoride as a 
iluorination catalyst: 

D~J- cq-k&ne ammonium fluoride (1.5 mole) and dry antimcq- trifluoride 
(o-15 mole) are mixed with dimethr_lchIoroarGne (I mole) in a round-bottomed flask, 
quippc’d \\-ith a vigreus coIumn. The reactants arc graduailv heated up to Sg’; 

meanwhile a strea-m of dq- and oxygen-free nitrogen is passed through the apparatus. 

The substitution reaction proceeds -ilowl~- and the (CH&AsF is distilled out over a 

tcmpcrature range from 71 to 7+^_ -1 carefully observation of the reaction temperature 
is necessnc- to pre\-ent the chloroarsine of bein, *r carried over with the product. The 
distiiIate is then fractionated twice in dr>- nitrogen atmosphere and ax each destiilation 
a small amount of SH,F and SbF, is added. Finall\- a pure product is obtained jb.p_ 
~I.s--72‘) in a 40”; yield. 

J_ T7inrd~z~laTsi;:E. Trimethylar.;ine 11% been synthesized by the well-knoxn 
Grignard procedure. but instead of diethyl ether the di-x-but>-1 ether ~-as used. This 
allow-5 the direct separation of rhe arsine from the reactants solution and as the 
reaction temperature can be increased the yield is also improved. 

In a thre+necked. round-bottomed reaction flask, equipped with a reflus 
condenser, a stirrer, a thermometer and a separatory funnel, are placed q-3 grams of 

magnesium turnings and ISO m! of w di-la-but-1 ether. The contents are heated to 
50~ and a portion of about 3 ml of a solution of 142 g of methyl iodide in dry di-n-but_\-I 
ether is added. 11.hen the reaction is started the methyl iodide solution is added at 

such a rate as to keep the temperature below 45’_ Cooling with an ice slush is neces- 
sar\-_ \Yhen all the iodide has been added the cooling bath is removed and the reaction 

mixture is heated until all the magnesium has reacted. The flash is then cooled again 

Lvith ice and 60.5 grams of arsenic trichloride, dissoived in ISO ml di-n-butyl ether, are 

added dropwi-ie. AA dc- and OS_\ -gen-free nitrogen atmosphere is nox maintained_ The 
reaction takes about z h to completion and the stirrin, = is continued for another hour. 
The tfimcthylarGne can now be separated from the reaction mixture by simple de&ii- 
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&ion. TWO subsequent fractionations under nitrogen atmosphere yield the pure 
prodtxt (70 S& _vield) which has a boi!in,o point of 52’. The purity of the product wan 
controZkd by mass spectrometry, D -as chromato,gaph>- and by the PMR spectrum_ 

I. Dijole wmm~;ts of ii;tr arsks is d&&d sohtiom. The methods and the 

apparatus used for ~~ESZ mwurements are the same as these used previouA_vS?9. -4.11 
the soWions rw-e made with the middle fractions of the products obtained by slow 
destillation under dq- and oxygen-free nitrogen atmosphere_ Dry benzene Xerck p-a_ 
was u5ie12 as a solvent. The re5ult5 of these measurements (PC) are collecred in coIumn -3 
of Table I. 

-4s sdu+ns of trimtrhykxsinc are v-e? ezdy osidized by air, reIiabIe measure- 
ments of the refractive indes and of the densIt>- could not be made. For this compound 
we therefore had to use the GmpIificd method of Higa.$. *% 11 for the determination 
of the dipoofe moment from dielectric constant mcrrjuremznts only. In order to as- 
certain that the rsult f,uff) obtained for the trimeih~kar~ine by this method can be 
dire+- compared with the data gained from the clas;.;icai procedure, we calculated 
the pi values for a!t the compounct and listed them in column 3 of Table I. The 
agreement is very good and thus the re4t for _&$CHJ, is reliable. 

2. .E+~,ok ~~x~omzrr~s o/r flrcr aMws ir: thz gris @;LLSI. For (CH,),=\s, (CH&‘l~Ci, 

CH3_AsCi_. and _&Cf, the electrical dipole moment \va~ aI50 calculated from the data 
of the dielt~tric constant mesured OR takeout samp!es and from the molecular 
refraction (Rg) that u-;L~ determintvf from the appropriate atomic refractions. 

The e:ectricai dipole moments of che~e polar ga~fi were calcutated according to 
the general formula 
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where E is the dielectric constant of the aw, measured at a well-defined pressure fi and 
temperature T. By means of the ideal gas low the density d is obtained; 31 is the 
molecular weight. 

_As the substances under investigation are not permanent gases, a special ap- 
paratus was deveioped to aIIo\v measurements on unsaturated vapours at tem- 
peratures from 2=jC to 100~ and at well knowu pressures $_ The diekometer used in 
these experiments was the Dipolmeter DJI OI of WTW (Germany); a gas cell of 
special deSgn was. however, used. The technical details of this cell and the measuring 
techniques used are reported elsewhere”. The results are tabulated in Table 3. 

XS(CH,I, 
(CH,),_-kKl 
CH,AsCI, 
XSCI, 
ASF, 
;\sCl, 
XsBr, 
ASI, 

I.10 

3.06 
L?.so 
I.96 
2.Sr 
2.10 

1.;0 

0.96 

_I comparison of the data of Table I with the corresponding data of Table 2 
shows that the dipole moments in solution are in close agreement with those obtained 
on takeout samples at low presxre. Therefore any extensive association of the solutes 
in benzene sohrtion. as an explanation of the rather high I--aIurs of these moments, 
can be ruled out. 

I. TJJz botid +J~OJJEZJI~S in S\mn:i&d ~~wlt’culc‘s 0-f tJrz Xl-, type 
For a regular trigonal p_vramidal moiecule SY,, wherein the angle Y_SY is 

known (Fig. I) the partial moment G can be calculated from the espsrimcn~al 

x-y 
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1x-y 
. . ----_ _- \ __-- __-- /y -_= _ 5; / 

---I’ 
y$, ,/ 

< 

xv3 “v 

I 

Fig. I. Geomctrkal model for calculating bond moments from the mokulc moment. 
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x-due of the molecule moment %?;a~ a function of the angle 8 (Fig- I) by means of 

the simple equation : 

- s\-3 
! s-x-)cos 0 = - 

3 

111 Tah!e 3 we have presented for several pyramidal Xl--, moIecu& the values of the 
angle Y-KY. the corresponding vzdlue of 0. the electrical dipoie moment as measured on 

a gaseom sample and the value for the bond moment _sderived therefrom with the 
preceding equation_ 

T.LBLE 3 

F.:)SD YOUESTS DERIVED FPOU UOLECCLZ XOJIESTS 

s I-, _-! SF, _-l sci, _4sEr, _iSZ, As(CH,~, 

The direction of the electrical moment vectors follows from the reIative tlectro- 
ne+ivit~- dffierences of the atoms considered, usin, = the normai Pauling electro- 

negatix-i:iess: - Xs (3.0~. F (.+_o). C1 (3-o). Br (2-S). I (a.31 and C (zsj_ This yields the 

folIosing series: _&?-, _E, a, _=I and G. The direction of the rota1 
__--- 
_-&-U-I, moment is derived simply b>- t&in, c into account the following three data: 
--- 
CH, = 0.&i. z-> o and _&+CH, = o-71_ So ir is ex-ident that this moment must 

br rLTarded s _m, = o-71 D. 

6 
Y 

Fig_ 2. Geomeiricai model for calculating bond moments from the molecule moment_ 
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II- The bmd monrhs i,t jy.vuntidtal molecttles of tJte type Z_YY, 
The arsenic compounds of this kind have a sterical configuration that can be 

described as a symmetrical trigonal pyramid ZSY,. The angles YXZ and YXY are 
know-n; the lengths of the edges X2 and SY are unequal (Fig. 2). From the collection, 
however, of molecular par-am eters, gained by X-ray diffraction and presented in Table 
4. it can be seen that the Y_XZ angle is nearly equal to the YXY angle; on the other 
hand. we have found that small deviations from these angle w.lues are of minor 
inf!uence on the calculated moments and result in deviations which are within the 
experimental error limits. Therefore the ZSY, molecules can more easily be treated 
a~ regular trigonal p!-ramids with 7 = L -Y.‘sZ = L YSY. 

zs l-3 CH,AsF, (CH,)&F CH,=:sCi, (CH,)~AsCI CH+isBr,: (CHJ2_4sBrCHr4sIz (CH,)&sI 
- _.___ 

The molecular electrical moment can be espressed as a function of the an&~ ^J 

and (T +- 0) and of the bond moments S-Y and Eby equation: 

fin- assuming a rezonable \-alue for one of the bond moments, the other can thus be 
l 

calculated. If we assume that the _&-CH, moment remains nearly constant on 
progr55ive 5u bjtitution of met!r>-1 groups b- halogm atoms in the _As(CH.J, molecule, 
the al-senic-halogen bond moment in each molecule can be derk-ed from the re_;pective 
esperimental moments. The data obrained in this way are presented in Table 5. It is 
e\-ident that thia bond moment increa--is with decreasin, Q number of halogen atoms 
bonded to arsenic. The relatil-e changes are rather weak for fluorides and *come 
stronger for chloride, bromidti and iodides in this order. 

The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. G. VAX DER KELES 

for his direction and to Prof. Dr. Ir. 2. EECULXT for helpful discussion. 

To explain the molecular parameters of silicon tetrachloride and related 
compounds, Pauling suggested r~onance structure contributions_ 

Information on analogom bonding characteristics in (CH,)nA~X3-n (S = F, 
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X0LECL.E _%SD BOSD XIOYESTS IS D 

CH*-ISF= (CH,!&F (CH&-Is 

AsBr, CH&Br, (CH&&Br (CH,!,-is 

Cl. Br, I) can be gained from ekctrical dipole moments, PAIR spectra, force constants 
xd ma- spectromet~. 

This pa-per de& with the mezarement of the eIectricaI dipole moments in 
diluted sAtSon and in the g= phase. and the calculation of bond moments for thse 
compo~mck 

Jloreo\‘x some improvements are reported in the synthesis of methyidiiodo- 
arke. dime+Jl_vlfiuoroarsine and trirnethylarGne_ 
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